Bogdanov had conceived of a scheme of the historical process and a theory of society from his first work, Kratkii kurs ekonomicheskoi nauki (Short Course of Economic Science) published in 1937. It was composed for the immediate needs of teaching in a workers' circle where he had to relate economic and technological knowledge very precisely to the spiritual culture of the time. The last phase in this evolution of 'cultures' he called 'collectivism', a code word in the aesopian language of the time to connote 'communism'. As a 'new concept of culture', it was to substitute for both authoritarianism and individualism which, for Bogdanov, marked the preceding phases. This new and ultimate epoch of the evolution of society was distinguished by the collective experience of the proletariat in its relations of work, which Bogdanov called 'fraternal union in work' or 'comradely collaboration' (tovarBhcbieskoe sotrudnichestvo); and its essence was, as a consequence, reflected in their own consciousness which substituted the collective 'we' of the class for the '!' of the individual. For Bogdanov, the point of departure for a 'new moral principle' of the proletariat, which is to say, for a proletarian culture, lay in 'comradely solidarity' and 'social cooperation' as expressed in the 'harmony of work' (trudovaia garmoniia). In the light of the social norms of the proletariat and of the collectivist world, the intellectuals of bourgeois and petty bourgeois origin represented, for Bogdanov, pure individualism, the antagonism created between man and man by the individual 'self. Practically from his first steps as a militant, Bogdanov felt that it was imperative , to counter the individualistic culture of the epoch, proper to the bourgeoisie, with an alternative culture, proper to the proletariat; and it was a compulsion which determined his conduct as a member of the socialist intelligentsia and some years later, as a Bolshevik.
The collectivist vision of a humanity of the future, the appeal to the 'new man', and all that was understood by 'proletarian Bogdanov then demarcated three essential areas in which the proletariat should, in the first place, create for itself a cultural system free of the fetishism of individuaiist bourgeois norms, and of the autonomous and abstract character which these norms assumed in bourgeois society. They were totally independent and alienated from the social praxis of man, and, like fetishes, they subjected man to mere appearance. As the foundation of new social norms, Bogdanov fixed on the proletarian moral principle of fraternal solidarity (tovarishcheskaia solidarnost'). The new social norms would correspond to the technical norms of work; they would be stripped of their 'pure' and abstract character and would be reduced to the organizational principles of human relations. All would depend on the needs of the cQllectivity, and all would be done according to its interest. of creating the 'proletarian university' (of which the schools of Capri and Bologna were deemed the precursors), which should embrace all the fundamental sectors of science in its teaching.
It was with the same concern to systematize all the scientific experience of his time and to make it accessible to the working class that Bogdanov returned to the project of a workers' encyclopedia which he and Maxim Gorky had launched some years earlier when they were preparing to establish the school of Capri. The Great Encyclopedia of the eighteenth century co-ordinated the fragmented knowledge and experience of the bourgeoisie and thus experienced the 'truth' of the bourgeois era. The new encyclopedia would now explain the science and philosophy of 'labouring' mankind as the means to the organization of the collective activity of men, means produced by the historical solidarity of an entire generation.
In the ensuing years, Bogdanov himself undertook the 'proletarian democratization of knowledge', that is, the creation of a 'proletarian science' and of a 'proletarian philosophy'. Under the title Vseobshchaia organizatsionnaia nauka (Universal science of organization) or Tektologiia, he proposed to 'lay the foundation of a science which aimed to unify all organizational experience of all of humanity'. The first volume of this work appeared in 1913~, and he was to keep recasting it for the rest of his life. In opposition to the 'compartmentalized' character of the science of the bourgeois era, the unifying science, the Tektologiia, would synthesize the knowledge accumulated by specialized disciplines. 'Tectology' (derived from the Greek 'tekteion' meaning to construct) was universal because it encompassed the experience and knowledge of the entire world. For Bogdanov, it was the synonym of the 'modern' concept of organization. He wished to demonstrate here in particular that the essence of all processes, in nature and in history, reposed in organization itself: the world was an organized whole because all human activity was organizing activity. It was the 'form of economic organization' which determined the 'modes of ' production'. The 'science of organization' was for him the 'very science of the future' which covered all aspects of life.'9 Bogdanov gave up his political activities as he devoted himself to this monumental enterprise that aimed, in the name of proletarian culture, to endow the proletariat with its own system of organization. He 
